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EXAM NOTICE FOR 1ST SEMESTER STUDENTS
1. Examinations will be held through open-book system, as per schedule given in the SKBU website.
2. Question papers will be available from SKBU website one hour before commencement of exams.
3. Answers should be written on A-4 papers on one side, in the candidate’s own handwriting.
4. Front page I & II, downloaded from SKBU website, will have to be filled up and attached to answer script.
5. AECC / LCC answers will have to be written on the Answer sheet given in the SKBU website.
6. Question papers are to be attached to the answer scripts.
7. Answer scripts will have to be submitted to the college as per the following rules – The student will have to
submit the answer script by e-mail within two hours of completion of the examination and then submit the hard
copy on 30th March (for Honours students) and on 31st March (for Programme course students). Hard copy
answer scripts will be collected in the college from 11 a.m. to 2.00 p.m.
8. Hard copies of all Honours papers will be collected in the departments. All other papers will be collected in
the departments except the following, which will be collected by the college office –
GE : Education, Sanskrit and Philosophy
All AECC papers.
LCC -- Bengali
Programme Course subjects : Bengali, Sanskrit, History, Philosophy, Education, and Political Science.
9. Email ids to which answer scripts may be sent -ncartshons@gmail.com (for Arts Hons students)
ncartspass@gmail.com (for Arts Programme course students)
ncschonspass@gmail.com (for Science Hons and Programme course students)
10. All candidates will have to bring their admit cards at the time of submission of answer scripts.
11. Students are directed to follow the SKBU website carefully for the exam schedule and notifications.
12. Maintenance of COVID protocol is compulsory.

(Dr. Indrani Deb
Principal, Nistarini College, Purulia
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